
KONSTITUCIJOS PROSPEKTAS 21 

EXPLANATORY NOTE

 URBAN CONTEXT 

Urban context presents a fantastic opportunity in the very heart

of Vilnius. The site is located minutes away from the old town,

close  to  the  river  and  hilly  back  drops.  Panoramic  vistas  to

these directions provide solid base to future development. With

already developed infrastructure and in close proximity to the

new financial district, the site has lots of potential. There is also

an obvious possibility of creating a visible landmark with its

own identity related to and overlooking existing surroundings –

old town, the river and landscape. The new complex may just as

well play an important role and strenghten the identity of the

area.

The  idea  is  to  design  a  building  that  would  not  only  easily

become a part of the existing urban landscape, but also create a

simple, yet strong image recogniseable at a distance and close

up. 

COMPETITION AREA

According to the existing Snipiskiu district  zoning plan,  the

site is a part of the area regulated and approved for new urban

development.  The  design  of  the  competition  site  is  greatly

affected by active presense of the surroundings. Some of the

landmarks are already in place, such as the National Museum

across  the  Konstitucijos  street  on  the  river  bank,  City

Municipality and Europa shopping and business center – the

highest  peak  in  the  area.  Few  adjacent  sites  are  quickly

developing (Viroko building), whereas others are still  in the

process of  detailed plan approval or at the design stage.  The

visuals of Konstitucijos avenue were partially improved by a

number of new developments, yet the „empty“ areas are being

build up rapidly. At the moment, the northern elevation of the

Konstitucijos avenue – from the Europa shopping center up to

Gelezinio Vilko street - does not have a coheseve or articulate

image. Moreover, none of the positive developments are to be

seen yet. Therefore we believe that the specific location of the

competition site has significant importance to further vision of the Konstitucijos avenue. 

HEIGHT LIMITATIONS AND SPECIFIC PANORAMAS

There are some height limitations applicable to the site that were approved by the City Municipality in order to ensure that important

viewing points from the city highest hills are not being obstructed or obscured.

Konstitucijos avenue is one of the main highways used by transit transport. Considering fantastic vistas over the river to the south, it is

primal to create clear perimetric layout to the north of the site. It is also important to confirm that the volume of the complex properly

relates to the architectural hill formation of the south bank of Neris. The way it alters to the „mountain“ is evaluated from the important

old town viewing points. 
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The flollowing panoramic views below show that the building volumes do not interfere with Gedimino tower, neither obstract visual

connections to the hills. The complex is clearly visible from the White bridge and Tauro hill. At present it does not have any high-rise

developments in close proximity or at the back. We suggest this should be analysed when all newly proposed buildings are put together in

one panoramic view. 

Panoramic view from the Gedimino tower hill

Panoramic view from the Tauro hill

Panoramic view from the Subaciaus hill
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Panoramic view from the Gelezinio Vilko bridge

Panoramic view from the White bridge (also showing proposed development of 11th Quarter )

PROGRAM OF THE SITE

Our proposal is based on a green „central axes“ - a pedestrian

passage  going  through  the  site.   It  connects  Konstitucijos

avenue with Lvovo street  and  passes through 11th Quarter

teritories  further  to  Snipiskiu  district.  Green  passage

accumulates complex energy, yet serves as a logical division

to main functional areas. With cosy restaurants, coffee shops

and  other  amenities,  the  passage  creates  appealing  public

space not only for visitors passing through, but also for office

workers, local residents and guests of the hotel. 

According to height division scheme as well as best possible

views, the hotel block is located to the south-east corner. The

hotel  volume  becomes  the  highest  accent  of  the  complex.

There  is  also  a  bridging  link  from  the  hotel  tower  to  the

offices,  with  the  most  amazing  views  overlooking  the  old

town, river and Seskine hills. We think it is a strong defining

point that brings architecture together and also creates a place

for an upscale restaurant.

The other important part of the complex composition and volume element is the office block. Thanks to the green passage, the offices

block appeares at the same time spatially separated from the hotel, yet gains access to ground and first floors amenities. Function zones

are flexible and can be easily transformed according to tenant needs. In accordance to A-class offices requirements, all building blocks

assigned for offices use do not aceed 17 m. window to window depth. 

The idea for the complex is to minimise the number of vertical cores, yet create flexible floor layouts, that would contain the essential:

vertical access, structural support and bracing, vertical services supply, escape routes and common technical areas. The floors are open
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with maximum flexibility – with very little structural interference

for future change. The concept is optimal for the typical floors

and adds anly a few obstructions to the undergroud car parking

layout.

10 storeys residential block is located to the north-west corner of

the site. There is a possibility of using first  two levels for offices.

Dwellings are designed to allow maximum daylight to comply

with higene requirements. None of the apartments have windows

facing north solely. Spacious green area accommodates children

playground designed for residents. 

TRAFFIC, CAR PARKING AND INFRASTRUCTURE

A two-storey underground parking is designed under the whole

plot of land, occupying all the area up to the site borders. The

parking  is  accessed  from  Lvovo  street  and  also  from  newly

designed access road between Konstitucijos avenue and Lvovo

street. There are 227 parking lots on each level (454 parking lots

in total), which does not comply with current parking standarts. 

Additional overground car parking is located to the east of the

site. There are 8 parking lots. We suggest it is allocated for hotel

needs or short time parking. 

There are two back of house yards: one allocated to serve hotel

and restaurants needs with access from new transport street to the

east ; the other – to the west side of the complex – is  meant to

serve commercial  areas and offices.  Garbage collection is  also

organised from the least visible western back of house yard.

OBJECTIVES OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Particular  attention  was  paid  to  energy  efficiency  of  the

complex..  From north,  partially north-east  and north-west,  we

propose to enclose the building into a more sound „shell“ with

reduced  glazed  areas.  The  building  should  at  the  same  time

protect itself from heat loss in winter and allow as much light as

possible to the floor. On the contrary - elevations facing south,

south-east  and south-west  may have double  facades,  that  will

help to lower heat gain and achieve fresh air circulation during

summer without need for air conditioning. Double facades will

also  improve  soundproofing  qualities  of  the  building  and

eliminate noise from the Konstitucijos avenue. We also propose

to  boost  energy  supply  by  installing  solar  batteries  to  office

blocks roofs.

We invisage the building with a structural concrete frame and neat column grid. Facades with low e-glass and metal shading. Enclosed

walls  and structural elements in light colour scheme. Overall appearance and feeling of quality throughout good day light, well designed

solutions and sensible choice of materials. 
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